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WEINMANN Emergency in the finale of the Hamburg Innovation Awards
(Hamburg) – The Hamburg medical technology company, WEINMANN Emergency, was honored as a
finalist of the Hamburg Innovation Awards on Thursday evening.

Fresh ideas, new technologies and exciting visions – at the Hamburg Innovation Summit on June 2, 2022,
many companies and startups came together again. In addition to conferences and workshops, a selected
jury also honored companies and startups with success stories this year. WEINMANN Emergency made it
into the finale of the GROWTH category. “We are very pleased that we are one of the three best companies
in this category. The nomination is a great tribute to our work”, says André Schulte, CEO of WEINMANN
Emergency.

Close cooperation impresses jury
The jury based its decision on the close cooperation that WEINMANN Emergency maintains with the
professionals from emergency medical services, hospitals and armies. "We offer niche products and one of
our strengths is our proximity to our customers. Our employees, some of whom come from the medical
field, know the requirements and needs of the customers. Our solutions provide the best possible support
for rescuing human lives. This is how we are growing worldwide”, says André Schulte.

About the Hamburg Innovation Awards
The Hamburg Innovation Awards are given in three categories: The business idea with the most potential
(IDEA category), the most exciting startup on the market (START category) and the most innovative growth
company (GROWTH category). All applications and nominated companies are evaluated by an independent
jury, made up of 50 representatives of partner companies and universities, as well as founding experts. The
aim of the award is to give startups and companies more visibility.
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